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EUROPE

ITALY

Ukrainian designers Iryna Dzhemesiuk and Vitaliy Yurov of Kiev-based Diff.Studio wanted to 

mix up a modern design with Italian luxe aesthetic without compromising the grandeur and 

elegance of the architectural structure. Each project made by Diff.Studio is a unique space with 

a distinctive character and flawless execution. The team specialises in modern designs enriched 

by different styles, forms, and materials – and never stops until they find the best solution. 

Experience paired with knowledge and flair helps Diff create inspiring and comfortable places.

The interior of this Italian countryside residence is an exquisite combination of classic and 

contemporary style. The interior is dominated by white colour with bright accents creates 

a feeling of airiness and sense of the space. The residence is an elegant combination of 

aesthetics and functionality. Artistic intarsia design of the parquet, golden pieces of furniture, 

unimaginable and unexpected details in combination with the beautiful old architecture of the 

space with vaulted ceiling create unique and unforgettable atmosphere.

Imposing design pieces are also a very important part of this luxe aesthetic, with a bespoke 

golden Diamond sideboard taking centre stage. This iconic Boca do Lobo design has had 

many reincarnations, but this time, the gold hues truly take one step further, is the direction of 

modern inspirations. Also making a statement, this time in the luxury bathroom, is the Venice 

mirror, where each piece that compose it was manually and individually bevelled, and fitted 

onto a wooden structure.

ITALIAN LUXE AESTHETIC
BY DIFF.STUDIO
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ASIA

MUMBAI, INDIA

This luxury apartment is surrounded by the famous Mumbai ‘Queen’s Necklace’ coast. The 

architecture project of the apartment was built on a free-flowing concept, which allows the 

exploration of curved forms generating a new three-dimensional typology for the luxury interior 

design.

Leading by the architecture and interior design studio’s founding partners, Zubin Zainuddin 

and Krupa Zud, this project is a unique property located in Mumbai. The studio is already well 

known for its elegant lines and a maximalist design concept.

To finish the project and add a touch of contemporary elegance, ZZ Architects picked some 

of Boca do Lobo’s best sellers for their modern design and golden details. The star of the 

dining room is the Fortuna Dining Table, with one-of-a-kind design aesthetics and an exclusive 

gold brass surface for ground-breaking dining rooms. In the living room, the Eden series grabs 

everyone’s attention for the perfect contrast it creates with the dark sofas.

LUXURY APARTMENT
BY ZZ ARCHITECTS
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ASIA

SINGAPORE 

Entering into this black-and-white mansion is a sensorial experience where senses are sent into 

overdrive with a barrage of vibrant prints, bold colors and contrasting textures. This interior was 

conceived by Design Intervention which was established in 2004 and has made quite a name 

for themselves, creating award-wining projects, and receiving accolades from the industries’ 

most renowned sources.

Each room looks different, yet there is a purposeful cohesiveness thanks to the over-arching 

tropical theme through vibrant wallpapers and an effusive mix of colors and patterns. “I really 

like to take a multi-sensory approach, stimulating all our senses to different degrees,” said Nikki 

Hunt, founder of the award-winning interior design firm.

Featuring Boca do Lobo’s Eden Center Table, this design project also portrays the versatility 

and exquisite manners of the brand. With a piece inspired by the Garden of Heaven bringing 

an intriguing golden detail to this living room, this design project is a joyful fusion of styles and 

patterns that elevates and celebrates design and life.

TROPICAL VIBES
BY DESIGN INTERVENTION, NIKKI HUNT
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INDONESIA

“Artsy, stylish and modern” might be the very first words that come to the mind when entering 

this residence. This design project perfectly combines modern lines with the client’s bold style 

through the use of unique pieces of art and colorful hues all over the rooms mixed with luxury 

furniture designs. Gracefully embracing empty spaces and using trendy colors, this house is full 

of singular and exclusive details.

This interior is a creation of the well-known Indonesian design studio, AEDI, that aims to break 

the standards of design through the effectiveness of an artistic and yet functional approach 

and layout maximization. By the living room, the crown has to go to the Eden Center Table, by 

Boca do Lobo, that gloriously stands out with all the gold and textured top. The embedding of 

art objects also gives a magical and unique touch alongside with the graffiti art in the form of 

large apples becoming an eclectic accentuation between the long sofa couch and a series of 

matching colored pillows on the back porch. 

CONTEMPORARY 
RESIDENCE
BY NA AEDI 
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INDIA

In the sprawling sights of Jubilee Hills, India lies the NR House, a private residence evolved 

from the creative minds of architectural firm NA Architects. NA Architects wanted to change 

the concept of sustainability being simple and rustic. To show the world that sustainable homes 

can be luxurious.

An organic palette, semi-precious and natural stone accents, sprawling water features and 

design embedded concrete ceilings are the highlight features of this luxury and sustainable 

residence. Sporting some of the world’s most opulent design brands, such as Roberto Cavalli, 

Trussardi, Giorgetti and of course Boca do Lobo, the architectural firm perfectly showcases 

their vision of never compromising interior design.

Boca do Lobo’s furniture designs help compliment the earthy tones of the luxury home. The 

Wave copper centre table is an original and a stylish coffee table for a modern living room as 

it is also an unconventional centre table for your sitting room. With great style and elegance, 

it creates an exclusive ambience to your modern interiors. A custom version of the Versailles 

sofa, in chocolate and cream colour, also accentuate the natural feel of the design. Finally, the 

Heritage Dining Table, features bold lines, with alternating polished brass, bevelled mirror and 

azulejo strips and a tempered glass top, which reflect your dining room’s finest elements, yet 

adding a touch of warmth and finesse.

SUSTAINABLE AND 
TRENDY DESIGN
BY NA ARCHITECTS
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This interior design project features an abode of luxury brands where they perfectly coexist 

without overpowering each other. From Boca do Lobo to Tom Dixon, from Lladro to Kelly 

Hoppen, this interior is a marvel of design furniture. Golden and silver details are the heart 

of this residence and every corner tells a story with exquisite materials and unique touches 

bringing a sense of glam.

Vratika and Nakul from India create luxurious designs that are stylishly unique and luxuriously 

comfortable, and with a unique and singular choice of colors, this duo aims to set the rhythm 

in design trends.

The client wanted to create white decor, with reflective surfaces to give the rooms a bigger 

feel. That is where Boca do Lobo comes into the picture showcasing its Odette Sofa, the Lapiaz 

Center Table and the Eden Series center table. These three pieces share a common glamorous 

vibe, with the golden details that became one of the brand’s signature features. The Lapiaz 

Center Table steals the spotlight with its tempered smoked glass top and a golden interior that 

mimics a freshly cracked stone.

GOLDEN HUES
BY VRATIKA & NAKUL
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ASIA

MUMBAI, INDIA

This imposing building was in dire need of a renovation, to bring its interior design to the 

twenty-first century, and that is precisely where the modern design style of Bedner Associates 

(HBA) Singapore, and its team of interior designers came into play. Located in the marvellous 

city of Mumbai, India, the new imposing Trump Tower is renovated and it claims to present a 

new contemporary style.

The secret for the success on this opulent design is truly the colour pallet because it not only 

featured gold designs, which is always de associated with a glamourous and luxurious lifestyle, 

but there is also another colour that reigns supreme – the classic and calming blue, a colour 

that was recognized by Pantone, as 2020s colour of the year. It’s calming effects, allow the 

client to feel at ease, whilst enjoying their breath-taking atmosphere.

Obviously, neither HBA Singapore nor their partner on this project, Lodha Group, took the 

task of this renovation lightly, and because of their highly demand and requests for the best 

of details, only one brand came to mind: Boca do Lobo. In this ambience, standing out with its 

imposing presence and elegant style, the Lapiaz Oval centre table looks like a result of karst 

formations produced by surface dissolution of limestone or dolomite rocks that are freshly 

cracked and about to show to the entire world a rich, diffusion of gold.

LUXURY AND 
IRREVERENT DESIGN
BY HIRSCH BEDNER ASSOCIATES SINGAPORE + LODHA GROUP
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MUMBAI, INDIA

Altamount Residence is one of the most exquisite interior design projects from HBA, Hirsch 

Bedner Associates Singapore, where one can identify design trends and predict new directions 

and innovations. A mix of blue and golden tones sets the style of this design, bringing finesse 

and luxe to the residence.

The gold living room turned out to be the most pleasuring design inspiration in the residence 

to enjoy the city’s aesthetic from both the inside and outside. It gives the sensation of being on 

top of the world while being captivated by the breath-taking landscape and glamorous design. 

Being one of the most recognized interior design firms in the world, HBA has always found a 

way of surprising and fulfilling its client’s needs.

Familiar with Boca do Lobo’s name, the design firm stepped up its game with one of the 

bestseller pieces from the luxury design brand, designed and crafted with passion: the Eden 

Center Table. The gold and texture top of the piece creates the harmony needed in the living 

room and elegantly sets a luxe vibe.

ALTAMOUNT EXQUISITE 
RESIDENCE
BY HIRSCH BEDNER ASSOCIATES SINGAPORE
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SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Pattern, layers and bold colours are just some of the design tools Greg Natale uses in his 

extraordinary interiors. Modern yet classic, opulent yet sophisticated this exquisite top interior 

designer has championed a uniquely Australian aesthetic and, yes, the adjective ‘sexy’ does 

come to mind, especially if the case in point is this stylish Sydney home. The private residence 

sits on 600 gracious acres that used to be a horse farm.

The interior design is moody and dark, partially to catch a break from the scorching Australian 

sun, but mostly because it creates the richness the clients desired. Greg Natale also handled 

the architecture, stripping everything back to its structure and cladding the exterior in black 

Tasmanian oak.

Featuring perfectly in this design project, is Boca do Lobo’s crown jewel, the Diamond Sideboard, 

a piece inspired by the gothic furniture of the romantic period, that can take advantage of 

the power of imagination, prevision, and escape, without forgetting its unique character. And 

because Natale’s kin eye for design is unmatched, you can also spot in the modern interiors, 

Boca do Lobo’s Patch Table, a stunning dining table, that not only honours craftsmanship with 

its intricate wood veneer top and sculptural base but is also a unique design piece, that fits in a 

contemporary living room or in a sophisticated kitchen.

STYLISH GEOMETRIC 
DESIGN
BY GREG NATALE
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SYDNEY

“A wonderful dialogue between the traditional and contemporary style.” is the perfect description 

to this interior design project. This project features an historical building filled with modern and 

trendy designs mixed with classical inspirations where neutral colors thrive and green tones 

bring to life eclectic feelings.

Brendan Wong, the author of this marvelous interior, has twenty years industry experience 

working throughout Australia, London and Paris. “The intention was to create a strong first 

impression. Then, they wanted the finer details, new textures and finishes to be revealed 

gradually, rather than be completely obvious.”

Boca do Lobo’s Diamond Emerald Sideboard in the wide entrance hallway does fits perfectly 

the demands of the designer. Its sculptural, faceted shape defies convention, and the mirror-

like reflective finish against the black Japan floorboards, original cedar staircase and traditional 

semi-circular archway is a bold surprise and sets the tone for the connecting rooms.

VICTORIAN RESIDENCE
BY BRENDAN WONG
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Europe

FRANCE

The family-owned design studio created by Yannick Cochet and Gregory Païs has developed 

this amazing French Apartment overlooking the port of Cannes. An opulent home where 

natural light makes the entire scenario shine and gives the opportunity for every single detail 

to take the center of the stage.

The incredible two-bedroom apartment is decorated luxuriously designed but uses neutral 

colors to bring a sense of soberness to the overall ambience. The ceilings are detailed and 

stand out with a set of ceilings lights and chandeliers, and all the furniture is geometric and 

placed strategically. All rooms are detailed with small pieces of art letting the design pieces 

stand out.

The Lapiaz center table completely steals the show on the incredible living room. The polished 

brass details and mirrored sides attribute this luxury design artwork an artic yet comfy and warm 

beauty. The Symphony Sideboard is the perfect complement to this French Apartment, tying 

in with the gold details seen throughout the interior design project without overshadowing it. 

Definitely statement pieces that make the French Apartment such an opulent design project.

LUXURY FACING THE 
PORT OF CANNES
BY COCHET PAIS
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Europe

AUSTRIA

Entering this Palace, we are faced with a history-rich design with a modern twist that turns it into 

a cheerful and exuberant place. The sensation within this interior can be overwhelming, like a 

fine impressionist painting, but as soon as you start putting all the details together it transposes 

into a wonderful visual design experience.

Vienna-based architect and interior designer, Denis Košutić, is the man behind this interior of a 

Baroque Austrian Palace with contemporary twits all over. The renewed interior architecture of 

this palace features a golden wallpaper, pink trendy curtains and exciting bright sofas.

Boca do Lobo has come into this project to truly steal the show. The Pixel Cabinet featured on 

this interior seems to hold all the colors of the project in one piece, but the star of this dining 

design is definitely the Newton Dining Table with its surface texture designed to resemble cut 

wood. The Eden Center Table adds glamour and a golden detail to the living room decor, the 

perfect combo between exuberance and lust.

A BAROQUE-STYLED PALACE
BY DENIS KOŠUTIĆ
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Europe

MADRID, SPAIN

Rising values of modern interior design and contemporary decoration, this project emphasizes 

unique details that embrace History. This impressive work is a captivating and notable 

conception, where more than twenty of the most distinguished Luxury Furniture Brands in 

Madrid are present. Featuring ancient fine craftsmanship pieces from Portugal, the timeless 

and imposing elegance is notorious: each single detail created by the Spanish top interior 

designer gives a sense of past, making this interior design project a functional and natural 

space.

Inspired by the latest fashion and design trends, Pepe Leal believes that bespoke interior 

design is like a unique artwork. Known for having the “Midas Touch”, everything that he designs 

becomes not just marvelous, but also very successful.

Honoring the Portuguese craftsmanship, Boca do Lobo brings exclusivity to this project 

through luxury furniture pieces: Eden Center Table, a piece that stirs desire and curiosity with 

its fascinating cut, and the Heritage Sideboard, an authentic hand-painted masterpiece with a 

diverse number of layers, where each one tells a different story.

MEDITERRANEAN HOUSE
BY PEPE LEAL
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Europe

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM

This project is the perfect combination of art and contemporary design. Right in front of the 

firework stands out opulence and wide-open eclectic living room. Art is detailed in every piece 

of furniture in the house. Contemporary and maximalism styles are the main combination of the 

room and together create the perfect juxtaposition.

Created by Laith Abdel Hadi, an interior designer based between Dubai, London, and Saudi 

Arabia and known for his unpredictable design projects, this contemporary residence enhances 

perfectly the balance between bright colors, strong contrasts and elegance.

Some of the most wanted pieces of Boca do Lobo are showcased in this residence as if they 

are art for themselves such as the Versailles Sofa, an incredible piece that portrays the creativity 

and rich decoration of the Versailles Palace, and the Heritage Sideboard with its hand-painted 

tiles as a imposing feature of the Portuguese legacy.

HARMONIOUS RESIDENCE
BY LAITH ABDEL HADI
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Europe

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM

This astonishing five-bedroom residence was renovated to evoke timeless luxury, balancing 

contemporary classics with the home’s historical character. Throughout the home, a restrained 

palette of Portland Limestone, hardwood and other natural materials is punctuated by vibrant 

colors such as turquoise, fuchsia and green.

By mixing novel styles, Rafael de Cárdenas gathers traditional Portuguese pieces and modern 

design furniture creating an elegant and outstanding home. Known for many projects around 

the world, Cárdenas usually combines different styles in order to create unique designs for his 

clients.

Here is showcased one of the most well-known pieces of Boca do Lobo, the D.Manuel Cabinet, 

a piece that owes its name to the Portuguese King who reigned during Discoveries Era. 

D.Manuel Cabinet is a bridge between old and new, the past and the future and sets the pace 

for elegance in this residence’s dining room.

CONTEMPORARY MEETS 
TRADITIONAL
BY RAFAEL DE CÁRDENAS
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ASPEN, USA

With a neutral palette, this project features some elements that add some fun, color and bring 

the owners personality into every room. A green sideboard and blue dining chairs bring life 

and joy to the dining room while the artwork on every wall tells a story to everyone who sets 

foot in this house. The modern interior design project is the perfect setting to appreciate the 

spectacular mountain views in Aspen.

Sara Story designed a plan wherein each room would happen something surprising “each 

artwork is in conversation with another piece of art or a chair or a lamp”. Drawing inspiration 

from extensive travels, an active interest in contemporary art and fashion, and a rigorous 

lifestyle, Sara wields a keen eye to exact her aesthetic vision.

The Diamond Emerald Sideboard by Boca do Lobo is the jewel of the crown in the living room, 

giving a joyful and yet luxurious tone to the area. Its emerald green tones perfectly match 

the artwork on the wall and contrast with the blue dining chairs adding a surprising glam and 

elegant vibe.

AN ARTISTIC PROJECT
BY SARA STORY
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NEW YORK, USA

Metal and stone: What could be more appropriate motifs for the home of a jewellery designer? 

In Tenafly, New Jersey, those natural elements form the basis for an interior design project 

that is luxurious yet inviting, dominated by a warm, neutral palette. Home of a New York-based 

jewellery designer and curator, this interior design project is a construction of white, minimalist 

architecture. Jessica Gersten, the designer behind the project wanted to create a strong sense 

of earthiness and connection to nature with natural elements of metal and stone, contrasted 

with gold and silver, which is a reflection of the client’s identity. The result is a luxury home 

grounded in earth while inspiring an elegant “Zen” sensibility.

“In fashion, it’s about how textures, colours and proportions come together in one outfit. The 

same goes for interiors: playing with the scale of a room and how all the different proportions 

of the furniture speak to each other, and the texture of the rug and the upholstery and having 

the right balance of hard items and soft items,” says Jessica Gersten. “So a little bit of each and 

not too much of any one thing.”

That philosophy is evident in the elegant gentleman’s den with a moody charcoal palette, 

where the tree trunk–shaped brass- covered Eden centre tables by Boca Do Lobo and a grey 

onyx bar offer an earthy contrast to a sofa covered in lustrous, metallic fabric.

METAL AND STONE PALLET
BY JESSICA GERSTEN
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USA

NEW YORK CITY, USA

In a soaring skyscraper of the city that never sleeps, is an other-worldly whimsical design 

project that exudes luxury. Embodying what it means to live a luxury lifestyle life, opulent NYC 

apartment is filled with the world’s most enticing and exclusive brands.

This new project is fully decorated with a curated selection of furniture, lighting, upholstery 

and accessories from the best European luxury brands. The new space emerges you in 

quintessential iconic New York in an adventure that activates all your five senses in a world of 

textures, glamour, design, and exclusivity.

Impossible to single out just a few of our iconic furniture designs showcased, we highlight our 

coveted Limited-Edition Collection that exudes the true essence of Boca do Lobo. Handmade 

pieces, exquisite craftsmanship techniques and out-of-the-box designs define Boca do Lobo 

and what we represent to the luxury world.

SCRAPPING VIEWS WITH 
FURNITURE DESIGN
BY ROBERTO RINCON
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Russia

RUSSIA

In this luxury apartment, earth tones came from nature directly inside of your interior design 

project. A color palette that makes you get lost in nature and leave you wanting to get lost 

inside your home as well. This interior design project by Studia-54 is a force to be reckoned 

with in the interior design world, and particularly in the Russian design scene. It completely 

showcases the brilliance behind this design firm‘s mind.

Completely decorated with exquisite materials and designer furniture, this Moscow Apartment 

meets its owners every desire for comfort and luxury. In the living room, Studia-54 built a slatted 

wall of natural wood to mask the column behind it and supplemented the composition with a 

brass rack with wooden inserts to create symmetry. The light-colored floor and ceiling contrast 

with the various warm details of natural wood to make the room feel harmonious and complete.

Every single interior design project needs a certain piece that reigns in the middle of the entire 

ambiance, that is where an outstanding Boca do Lobo piece is introduced, Empire. The Empire 

center table finds itself in the very heart of the most memorable of events and celebrations, and 

due to its gorgeous walnut wood finish, this modern furniture design creation truly fits perfectly 

in Studio-54’s contemporary living room. The golden cracks are the epitome of a luxurious final 

touch needed to wrap every single detail together and create the most outstanding final look 

for this apartment.

EARTH-TONED APARTMENT
BY STUDIO-54
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Russia

RUSSIA

Created by Oksana Salberg – Vachnadze, a Russian interior designer and founder of the O2 

Design Moscow studio, this modern design project enhances the French style apartment and 

it’s all about bright colors and balanced contrasts.

The 160,7 m2 apartment, inspired by the French minimalistic style, has a bright color palette and 

bold pattern choices, which highlight the lines of the lighting and furniture design in every room. 

This interior design project is located on a modern building in the central district of Moscow city, 

and the interior designer decided that it was key for this specific project to enhance the French 

mixed with Russian lifestyle and aesthetic.

For the finishing touch of this modern design Parisian apartment, Oksana Salberg incorporated 

a touch of gold that you can find on Boca do Lobo‘s Sinuous Console. Sinuous is made for those 

who love harmonious lines mixed with exquisite detail, it’s alluring and completely stunning. 

Last but not least, there is a touch of silver coming from the Aquarius center table. A merge 

of metallic materials that ended up look gorgeous and the cherry on top of this entire modern 

meets vintage design.

A FRENCH STYLE WITH 
VIVID COLORS
BY OKSANA SALBERG–VACHNADZE
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Russia

RUSSIA

The apartment is designed to receive guests and partners from show business and it is intended 

to be a party and public arena. Tatiana Mironova, the designer of this eccentric and enchanting 

Interior Design project, is famous for her exquisite interiors in the American Neoclassical style. 

The design of this apartment is not experimental rather it is a reflection of the outstanding 

personality of the apartment’s owner – Giya Eradze, Director of the Royal Circus, Russia.

Every single room has its own essence but there is one thing that they all have in common, the 

capacity of speaking extravaganza merged with luxuriousness. The golden hues and strong 

colored patterns truly reflect something that you don’t usually see in many projects but in the 

end, it all ends up being an incredible creation where flamboyancy reigns.

The interiors are passionate and exotic with the selection of furniture and accessories such 

as Boca do Lobo, Koket, A Modern Grand Tour, Eichholtz, and Versace. An eccentric and 

glamourous interior design project required an equally eccentric imposing art furniture piece 

that would stand out – The Imperfection Armchair. The Imperfectio armchair is the expression 

of imperfect aesthetic, the appeal of that which is authentic art that is truer to life, and this 

project is just the perfect fit one for this piece.

FLAMBOYANT CIRCUS VIBES
BY TATIANA MIRONOVA
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Russia

MOSCOW, RUSSIA

This interior design project is the perfect definition of luxury design and an ode to an extremely 

breathtaking style. With classical accents, supreme gold finishes, and also comprising 

remarkable details, modern furniture pieces, and a unique design interior, the sophisticated 

apartment located in the middle of imponent Moscow is recognized as a refined work and the 

perfect symbol of a luxury lifestyle.

Inspired by modern classic concepts, Katerina Lashmanova is a Russian top interior designer 

who works to create comfortable spaces featuring striking color palettes and imposing shapes. 

All her unique interior design projects are quite extraordinary and magical because she always 

adapts personalities and tastes with a true sense of modern design.

For a magnificent project produced by one of the best interior designers in Russia with a 

profound admiration for Portuguese Design, a magnificent piece by Boca do Lobo: The Wave 

Center Table. An original design that gives a whole unique look through unusual forms and 

new materials. The avant-garde center table has the power to creates an exclusive ambiance 

to modern interiors.

A SOPHISTICATED 
APARTMENT DESIGN
BY KATERINA LASHMANOVA
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STUNNING 
RESIDENTIAL SPACE
BY ELECTRIX DESIGN

SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL

In the heart of São Paulo, Brazil, interior design studio Electrix Design amazed their clients 

with an opulently stunning residential space, mixing European Classic, Art Deco and tropical 

accents. Known for its sophisticated taste, the studio opted for  a  mixture  of  locally   sourced   

materials for the project’s finishings and international designers for lighting and furniture.

With amazing views of the city of São Paulo, the office maintains the soft color scheme, although 

with a few contrasting black pieces, such as the large bookshelf and LUXXU’s Waltz Desk, 

whose tortoise detailing and golden lining is the perfect combination of the European Classic 

and Art Deco styles that  characterize this Interior Design Project. The tropical and whimsical 

wall art adds a playful accent to the room.

BRAZIL
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RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA

You will get to know about an outstanding residence in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia that features a 

neoclassical interior design conceived by Comelite Architecture, a renowned practice that is at 

the forefront of Arabic modern design.

In the men’s sitting room, you can find symmetrical sofas in neutral tones, highly decorative wall 

panels, elegant gold tampering lamps as well as granite side tables. The remarkable modern 

lighting suspension is by LUXXU and matches perfectly with its surroundings.

SAUDI ARABIA

OUTSTANDING RESIDENCE
BY COMELITE ARCHITECTURE
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TANGLIN VILLAGE, SINGAPORE

To satisfy the need of their client for a refuge outside the busy city life in Tanglin Village, 

Singapore, design firm Design Intervention created a feminine bachelorette pad characterized 

by its serene glamour and chinoiserie chicness, making the most out of LUXXU’s stunning 

range of lighting fixtures to grant this project an air of sophistication and luxury.

The two large Tycho Wall Lamps line the entrance to the room in lieu of a door, granting an 

almost open space-like feature to the Interior Design Project.

ASIA

BACHELORETTE PAD 
BY DESIGN INTERVENTION
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STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

The five-star hotel offers 115 hotel rooms and suites, which  are divided into Elegant doubles, 

Standard superiors, Deluxe rooms and eight suites. All are elegantly decorated and furnished 

with king-sized beds, a designated workspace and a sitting area with cream-colored velvet 

armchairs. Crafted with Swarovski Crystals, Scala Chandelier’s incredibly detailed design 

creates an almost whimsical atmosphere reminiscent to the Renaissance, contributing to the 

hotel’s theme and providing a sense of luxury and sophistication.

BANK HOTEL
BY JONATHAN SÖDERBLOM

EUROPE
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USA

USA

Yelena Gerts is no ordinary designer. Owner of firm  House of Style & Design, this luxury designer 

is known for her great taste, elegant designs and eye for unique details, paying attention to her 

clients’ preferences and requests and creating the most exquisite spaces.

The Wine Room is decorated in shades of white, which provide a relaxing and calming 

atmosphere to the space. The black accents of the bar chairs and the wine rack draw one’s 

attention away from the center of  the  room while the gold accents from the armchairs and 

LUXXU’s Empire Round Suspension Lamp add a touch of luxury and sophistication to the 

project.

WINE ROOM
BY HOUSE OF STYLE & DESIGN / YELENA GERTS 
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COROBA, SPAIN

Ultimately sold to Manuel Rodríguez Sánchez “Manolete” in 1942 and passed down to his  

heirs,  the mansion is now home to a traditional bistro that serves mainly simple, creative yet 

flavourful dishes inspired by the region of Cordoba.

With stunning LUXXU lighting fixtures in its design, La Casa de Manolete Bistró is set for 

success. In this dining room, four of LUXXU’s McQueen Pendant Lamps light up the space, 

creating an artistic and whimsical ambience that very much fits the history behind this building, 

as the romantic design of this fixture is reminiscent to the aristocratic times the mansion was 

built.

LA CASA DE 
MANOLETE BISTRÓ

EUROPE
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USA

CHICAGO, USA

Emily Mackie of Inspired Interiors is the expert behind this stunning project. The interior 

designer paired inherited pieces with modern designs creating timeless ambiances filled with 

modern, yet classic, touches.

That was the case for the dining room, a large room with high ceilings that were offset by the 

towering candlesticks and the chandeliers from LUXXU. The long dining table from Imaestri 

was the perfect choice to fill the space, while the blue accents added richness to the interior.

TIMELESS AMBIANCE 
BY INSPIRED INTERIORS/ EMILY MACKIE
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NEW YORK, USA

This is the interiors of an old fashioned Upper East Side flat which was recently renovated by 

the award-winning architectural interior design company, Ovadia Design Group.

Suspended above the dining table is the Waterfall rectangular suspension by LUXXU, a lighting 

piece with gold-plated brass and ribbed crystal glass structure, that matches perfectly with the 

beige and white tones of the dining chairs and floor.

UPPER EAST SIDE FLAT
BY OVADIA DESIGN GROUP

USA
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PACIFIC HEIGHTS
APARTMENT
BY APPLEGATE TRAN INTERIORS

USA

SAN FRANCISCO, USA

Revel in the outstanding interior design of a Pacific Heights home in San Francisco by Applegate 

Tran Interiors. In the sumptuous dining room, one can find a peculiar statement chandelier that 

features designs of butterflies and majestic flowers for a floral-inspired look. In addition, the 

lighting design is appointed with Swarovski crystals.
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USA

Living Room design Project by Rebecca Kennedy Reagan for Dallas Design Group featuring the 

Empire Suspension Lamp by Luxxu Modern Design & Living.

This exclusive piece is made with one elegant layer of brass and crystal that will fit perfectly in 

any space.

ELEGANT DINING ROOM 
BYREBECCA KENNEDY REAGAN

USA
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ASIA

UZBEKISTAN

WUX Luxury Furniture, the worldwide recognized company founded in 1987, provides unique 

high-quality designs, highly detailed and also luxury furniture. The company has a vast 

experience in national and international projects, providing their services to hotels, villas, and 

offices. When searching for unique hardware details for a new project, WUX Luxury Furniture 

and PullCast Jewelry Hardware paths were united, creating together a luxury and unique 

kitchen design.

These two top brands created a high-end experience thoroughly tailored to the exact 

requirements of their clients. 

For the design itself, the incredible WUX’s team presented a mix of shapes and materials. 

Putting together materials like marble, living coral upholstery and brass details present in the 

hardware pieces. 

Featured in this project, the Nouveau drawer handle and the Flow door pull from PullCast’s 

Earth Collection, conquer sensorial experiences rich in heritage and meaning. Nouveau drawer 

handles present in the kitchen’s furniture, immersed in modernity and fluidity, were inspired 

in the Art Nouveau époque. An époque full of distinction and luxury, portrayed in this organic 

shape element full of refinement. Nouveau is a handcrafted cast polished brass drawer handle.

For the kitchen’s cabinets, WUX Luxury Furniture chose the Flow Door Pull, an elegant and 

stunning door hardware. Possessing a natural and invigorating way of movement, Flow mid-

size door pull presents an organic shape decoding sophistication and personality. 

A LUXURY KITCHEN
BY WUX LUXURY FURNITURE & PULLCAST
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USA

MIAMI, USA

This amazing design project was commissioned by a private client to Dôme Project. Founded 

in 2005 in Switzerland by Céline Demole, Dôme Project Interiors was born from an intense 

passion to turn interiors and furniture into art, conveying the soul of their clients in the projects 

they create.

Dôme and PullCast strive for a common goal, to surprise and turn projects into unique and true 

masterpieces. With these common values in mind, a luxurious penthouse in Miami was born, 

designed by Dôme Project Interiors and with high-end jewellery hardware signed by PullCast. 

Featured in this project, Comb drawer handle, Kesya cabinet and drawer handle, Catha drawer 

handle from PullCast’s Earth Collection and the Pebble drawer handle, Natica cabinet handle 

and the Caviar drawer handle from Ocean Collection.

SOPHISTICATED 
MIAMI LIVING
BY DÔME PROJECT INTERIORS
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EUROPE

BUDAPEST, HUNGARY

When a Hungarian-German couple from Switzerland decided to get a house in Hungary, they 

headed to DD Interior Studio, a firm that has been in the field for 11 years, to create the home 

of their dreams. The couple had strong preferences, the husband wanting an Anglo-Saxon 

design style whereas the wife was planning a more modern and elegant approach, which lead 

to the firm having to combine these two styles to create a unique, villa-like home with PullCast 

Handles, supplied by the Hungarian firm Small Details, contributing to the timeless look of the 

project.

The home was mostly painted in light shades, such as white or beige, with a few darker accents 

on the floor, upholstery and furniture and golden complements in the hardware and lighting 

fixtures. PullCast’s Skyline Door Pull was applied in various rooms of the home, providing an 

understated and elegant focal point that shines through even the more minimal spaces of the 

house.

CLASSIC LUXURY 
APARTMENT
BY DD INTERIOR STUDIO
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SOUTH AMERICA

BRAZIL

Prepare to enter a fairytale where a real-life Princess Bedroom comes to life. Every fairytale 

starts with a “Once Upon a Time” and this one is no different. Made in Brazil, by the Architect 

Marcos Marcelino, from Marcos Marcelino Architecture and Design. He was responsible for this 

Modern Princess Bedroom we are about to present to you. This story begins with a couple who 

was anxiously waiting for the birth of their daughter, Charlotte, and wished to create a room 

where she could feel like a real- life princess and live her highest dreams.

When we entered the magical nursery our eyes immediately go to the masterpiece 

of this Project, the Fantasy Air Balloon. This one of a kind piece is a themed bed that 

invokes the romantic and whimsical ambiance of a hot air balloon ride. It was completely 

customized according to the couple’s wishes and adapted to the room measures. 

CHARLOTTE’S LITTLE 
KINGDOM
BY MARCOS MARCELINO
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SOUTH AFRICA

STELLENBOSCH WINELANDS

Le Grand Jardin is a private estate in the heart of the historic Stellenbosch (est.1679) Winelands. It 

is the signature residence of Wonderland Escapes and it’s 50 km away from the city of Cape Town. 

Le Grand Jardin was a wedding gift for the daughter of the neighboring estate and was designed 

by a student of Sir Herbert Baker- the most notable architect working in South Africa in the 1900s. 

Rooted in enchanting environments – from the Cape and Argentinean Winelands to the Swiss 

Alps and Africa’s pristine southern coastline – it offers a sense of space and wonder, where bold 

mountain peaks of the Helderberg in the heart of the color-changing vineyards, gentle rolling 

waves, secret gardens, glistening bodies of water and golden sunsets are gifts we delight in sharing. 

The inspiration behind this project draws on the restorative qualities of the expansive garden 

and surrounding vineyards. The garden served as an inspiration for the home’s interior aesthetic. 

LE GRAND JARDIN PROJECT
A CAPE TOWN WONDERLAND
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SOUTH AFRICA

STELLENBOSCH WINELANDS

This modern and luxurious project is brought to us by the Design Studio of the designer 

Yuriy Zimenko who founded the company more than fifteen years ago in Kiev. The Design 

Studio is known for their professionalism and their close relationship with their clients 

to understand what they have in mind for the project, what style they are looking for, so 

they can build the house of their dreams exactly how they dreamed it to be. Attention 

to the littlest details is key in many design projects and this one is no exception.  It’s 

possible to see in the gold and white luxurious details of the living room and the use of 

modern pieces that were carefully handmade. Those aspects allowed to add an even 

more exclusive and one of a kind style to the home that was the main wish of the couple. 

When a house project includes a room for the kids, it’s always the most 

special division for both parents and the designer. The expectations of the 

kids are always high and they expect that the impossible becomes a reality. 

LUXURIOUS PROJECT FOR 
A MODERN FAMILY
BY  YURIY ZIMENKO
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RUSSIA

RUSSIA

Home Projects are not always about being eccentric and use different color palettes and 

shapes. Sometimes the simpler things in life are the most beautiful ones. And that was the 

idea for this memorizing project by Wise Design. Founded in 2008 in Russia, by the member 

of the Union of Designers and the Professional Union of Artists of Russia, Alexei Ivanov, and 

by designer decorator Marina Lennova, the Wide Design Group. The Wide Design Group was 

founded in 2008, by the member of the Union of Designers and the Professional Union of Artists 

of Russia, Alexei Ivanov, and by designer decorator Marina Lennova. Established in Russia, the 

design group was the missing to find the balance between shape, material and color. With a 

high-level range of professionals specialized in different areas , the Wide Design Group creates 

extraordinary interiors for public spaces or private residences. They are eager for perfect and 

they supervise each phase of the Project since the Conception till the final delivery . “In 2019, 

the Projects by Wise Design Group were included in the Top 100 best projects of Russia.” This 

Project was for apartment of a couple with two kids that wanted a space where their kids would 

feel at home and where the colors, shapes and materials used would whole combined together 

and make the space feel safe and complete.

A TOUCH OF PASTEL 
LUXURY
BY WIDE STUDIO DESIGN GROUP
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ENGLAND

LONDON

When we think about England we immediately think about the Royal Family. It’s impossible not 

to. It’s a country where the monarch it’s still highly popular and celebrated by the people of 

England. They make headlines and makes us believe that fairytales can happen in real life and 

you can totally live in a Castle and marry your prince charm. Spoiler alert: All the princes are 

taken. You’ve to wait until little George reaches maturity. That being said, it’s a country where 

you can see and breath history. All the monuments and houses are not the modern type we 

are used to seeing. They have historic features and no matter how many time passes by those 

characteristics will never disappear. They are part of the country and are also a reason why so 

many people visit and fall in love with it. Today we bring to you a concept of a project, made 

by AB+Partners, that showcases perfectly all of those aspects mixed with luxury and high level 

of design.

A ROYAL PROJECT IN THE 
QUEEN’S HOMETOWN
BY AB+PARTNERS

https://www.circu.net/projects/royal-project-in-the-queen-hometown?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=maisonvalentina-bl-lx-mv&utm_campaign=projects
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EUROPE

MOSCOW

“A storytale was created, where the Fantasy Air Balloon takes the main role.” Moscow is quickly 

becoming the place to be in Europe. The old prejudice of an old undeveloped, communist, 

cold war-like Russia is quickly being replaced by the Moscow way of living. Millions of people 

from all over the world visit Moscow, and many of them end up living there. With this, comes 

the constant developing of design in the Russian city, as the demand increases. Circu was 

apart of a very special project that mixed luxury and fantasy together. The Project, designed 

by Studio A3 Design, had a very unique goal that needed to be accomplished: create and 

transform a room into a luxurious apartment, characterizedby a high level of historical details 

into a incredible bedroom for a special 4-year-old boy who’s fascinated by the sky. The clients, 

a young couple who are passionate about travelling, wanted a monochromatic overall look 

of the apartment. They wanted to pass on the wandering spirit to their boy, who’s extremely 

curious about the sky. A storytale was created and Fantasy Air Balloon took the main role. The 

high ceiling of the space matched perfectly with Circu’s Fantasy Air Balloon. 

FAIRYTALE IN THE HEART 
OF MOSCOW
BY EKATERINA ZABEGINA

https://www.circu.net/projects/fairytale-in-the-heart-moscow-by-a3-design-studio?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=maisonvalentina-bl-lx-mv&utm_campaign=projects
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